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PROTEGE
CP100 Guitar Pack

The CP100 is a complete guitar package, perfect for beginners! Included inside the box is a full size Córdoba nylon 
string acoustic guitar with spruce top and nyatoh back and sides, standard Córdoba gig bag, digital clip-on 
chromatic tuner with color display, 2 picks, and a guitar lesson book. All Córdoba guitars come with premium 
Savarez strings.

675475 CP100 Guitar Pack 202,63 €

C1M 1/4

The Protégé by Córdoba C1M 1/4 is the perfect nylon string guitar for students of all levels, and is perfectly at 
home in the classroom or at home. Comfortable and easy to play, it's a great first guitar at an affordable price. 
Every Protégé C1M is built with a spruce top, mahogany back and sides, a comfortable, slim neck profile, 
traditional mosaic rosette, and a matte polyurethane finish. Like all Córdoba instruments, C1M models feature 
premium Savarez strings and an adjustable truss rod for lifetime neck stability.

675476 C1M 1/4 147,84 €

C1M 1/2

The Protégé by Córdoba C1M 1/2 is the perfect nylon string guitar for students of all levels, and is perfectly at 
home in the classroom or at home. Comfortable and easy to play, it's a great first guitar at an affordable price. 
Every Protégé C1M is built with a spruce top, mahogany back and sides, a comfortable, slim neck profile, 
traditional mosaic rosette, and a matte polyurethane finish. Like all Córdoba instruments, C1M models feature 
premium Savarez strings and an adjustable truss rod for lifetime neck stability.

675477 C1M 1/2 147,84 €

C1M 3/4

The Protégé by Córdoba C1M 3/4 is the perfect nylon string guitar for students of all levels, and is perfectly at 
home in the classroom or at home. Comfortable and easy to play, it's a great first guitar at an affordable price. 
Every Protégé C1M is built with a spruce top, mahogany back and sides, a comfortable, slim neck profile, 
traditional mosaic rosette, and a matte polyurethane finish. Like all Córdoba instruments, C1M models feature 
premium Savarez strings and an adjustable truss rod for lifetime neck stability.

675478 C1M 3/4 147,84 €
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C1M

The Protégé by Córdoba C1M is the perfect nylon string guitar for students of all levels, and is perfectly at home 
in the classroom or at home. Comfortable and easy to play, it's a great first guitar at an affordable price. Every 
Protégé C1M is built with a spruce top, mahogany back and sides, a comfortable, slim neck profile, traditional 
mosaic rosette, and a matte polyurethane finish. Like all Córdoba instruments, C1M models feature premium 
Savarez strings and an adjustable truss rod for lifetime neck stability.

675479 C1M 147,84 €

C1 with Bag

The C1 is a high quality full size nylon string guitar designed to provide aspiring young musicians with a 
comfortable first guitar that’s easy to learn on and play. Offered in full or 3/4 sizes, the C1 features a spruce top 
with mahogany back and sides, a wood-inlaid mosaic rosette, and a high gloss polyurethane finish. Like all 
Córdoba instruments, the C1 features premium Savarez strings and an adjustable truss rod for lifetime neck 
stability. Comes with a standard Córdoba gig bag.

675480 C1 with Bag 185,44 €

C1 Matiz Aqua

Bring your music to life in full color with the Protégé C1 Matiz! A fresh take on the traditional aesthetic of the 
nylon-string guitar, the Matiz series combines maple accents and traditional tone woods in 4 eye-catching colors: 
Aqua, Coral, Pale Sky, and Classic Blue. Spruce top and mahogany back and sides provide the projection and 
warmth associated with a nylon string guitar, while the maple headplate, bridge, and full-scale fretboard give the 
C1 Matiz an all new look with a lively tonal response. A satin polyurethane finish provides a layer of protection 
against nicks and scratches, while the ghost rosette, designed after our traditional wood rosette, allows the eye-
catching colored tops of the C1 Matiz to shine through and take center stage. Includes a color-matched gig bag 
made of recycled nylon. 

675481 C1 Matiz Aqua 203,17 €

C1 Matiz Pale Sky

Bring your music to life in full color with the Protégé C1 Matiz! A fresh take on the traditional aesthetic of the 
nylon-string guitar, the Matiz series combines maple accents and traditional tone woods in 4 eye-catching colors: 
Aqua, Coral, Pale Sky, and Classic Blue. Spruce top and mahogany back and sides provide the projection and 
warmth associated with a nylon string guitar, while the maple headplate, bridge, and full-scale fretboard give the 
C1 Matiz an all new look with a lively tonal response. A satin polyurethane finish provides a layer of protection 
against nicks and scratches, while the ghost rosette, designed after our traditional wood rosette, allows the eye-
catching colored tops of the C1 Matiz to shine through and take center stage. Includes a color-matched gig bag 
made of recycled nylon. 

675482 C1 Matiz Pale Sky 203,17 €
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C1 Matiz Classic Blue

Bring your music to life in full color with the Protégé C1 Matiz! A fresh take on the traditional aesthetic of the 
nylon-string guitar, the Matiz series combines maple accents and traditional tone woods in 4 eye-catching colors: 
Aqua, Coral, Pale Sky, and Classic Blue. Spruce top and mahogany back and sides provide the projection and 
warmth associated with a nylon string guitar, while the maple headplate, bridge, and full-scale fretboard give the 
C1 Matiz an all new look with a lively tonal response. A satin polyurethane finish provides a layer of protection 
against nicks and scratches, while the ghost rosette, designed after our traditional wood rosette, allows the eye-
catching colored tops of the C1 Matiz to shine through and take center stage. Includes a color-matched gig bag 
made of recycled nylon. 

675483 C1 Matiz Classic Blue 203,17 €

C1 Matiz Coral

Bring your music to life in full color with the Protégé C1 Matiz! A fresh take on the traditional aesthetic of the 
nylon-string guitar, the Matiz series combines maple accents and traditional tone woods in 4 eye-catching colors: 
Aqua, Coral, Pale Sky, and Classic Blue. Spruce top and mahogany back and sides provide the projection and 
warmth associated with a nylon string guitar, while the maple headplate, bridge, and full-scale fretboard give the 
C1 Matiz an all new look with a lively tonal response. A satin polyurethane finish provides a layer of protection 
against nicks and scratches, while the ghost rosette, designed after our traditional wood rosette, allows the eye-
catching colored tops of the C1 Matiz to shine through and take center stage. Includes a color-matched gig bag 
made of recycled nylon. 

675484 C1 Matiz Coral 203,17 €

IBERIA
C3M

The C3M is one of our most popular entry-level nylon string guitars. Lightweight and comfortable to play, the 
C3M features a solid cedar top, mahogany back and sides and a matte finish. Handmade in the traditional Spanish 
style, its fan bracing results in a beautiful, warm, and well-balanced tone. The C3M is hand-crafted and features a 
hand inlaid wooden rosette, rosewood fingerboard and bridge, Savarez strings and nickel plated tuning machines 
with pearl buttons.

675485 C3M 222,35 €

Requinto 1/2

The Requinto is a handmade 1/2 size nylon string guitar built with a solid cedar top and mahogany back and 
sides. Its traditional 5-fan bracing produces a rich Spanish sound in spite of its reduced string length. Beautiful 
hand-crafted elements such as an all-natural wood rosette, Indian rosewood binding, and a lightweight gloss PU 
finish distinguish the Requinto from other entry-level guitars in its price range. Like all Córdoba guitars, a 
lightweight adjustable truss rod is built into the neck for stability. The Requinto is a great fit for children or smaller 
adults.

675486 Requinto 1/2 277,14 €
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Cadete 3/4

The Cadete is a handmade 3/4 size nylon string guitar built with a solid cedar top and mahogany back and sides. 
Its traditional 7-fan bracing produces a rich Spanish sound in spite of its reduced string length (615mm scale 
length). Beautiful hand-crafted elements such as an all-natural wood rosette, Indian rosewood binding, and a 
lightweight gloss PU finish distinguish the Cadete from other entry-level guitars in its price range. Like all Córdoba 
guitars, a lightweight adjustable truss rod is built into the neck for stability.

675487 Cadete 3/4 276,95 €

Dolce 7/8

The Dolce is a handmade 7/8 size nylon string guitar built with a solid cedar top and mahogany back and sides. Its 
traditional 7-fan bracing produces a rich and warm Spanish sound in spite of its slightly reduced string length 
(630mm scale length). Stunning hand-crafted elements such as an all-natural wood rosette, Indian rosewood 
binding, and a lightweight gloss PU finish distinguish the Dolce from other entry-level guitars in its price range. 
Like all Córdoba guitars, a lightweight adjustable truss rod is built into the neck for stability.

675488 Dolce 7/8 281,72 €

C5 Abete

Based on Córdoba's flagship C5, the C5 Spruce adds a new option to a fan favorite. Perfect as a first nylon-string 
guitar, this lightweight model is built with a solid Engelmann spruce top and mahogany back and sides to produce 
a clear, powerful tone with beautiful sustain. Handmade in the traditional Spanish style, the C5's carved headstock, 
hand-inlaid wood rosette, Pau Ferro binding, Savarez strings, and glossy PU finish result in a guitar that truly 
stands out from all other entry-level options. A lightweight adjustable truss rod is built into the neck for stability. 
Available in Natural finish with solid Engelmann Spruce top.

675489 C5 Abete 307,26 €

C5 Cedro

One of Córdoba's flagship models, the C5 is perfect as a first nylon-string guitar, this lightweight model is built 
with a solid Cedar top and mahogany back and sides to produce a clear, powerful tone with beautiful sustain. 
Handmade in the traditional Spanish style, the C5's carved headstock, hand-inlaid wood rosette, Pau Ferro 
binding, Savarez strings, and glossy PU finish result in a guitar that truly stands out from all other entry-level 
options. A lightweight adjustable truss rod is built into the neck for stability. Available in Natural finish with solid 
Engelmann Spruce top.

675490 C5 Cedro 279,86 €
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C5 LTD Flamed Mahogany

For limited time only, the top-selling C5 is available with flamed mahogany back and sides. Perfect as a first nylon-
string guitar, this lightweight model is built with a solid Canadian cedar top and produces a warm, well-rounded 
tone with beautiful sustain. Handmade in the traditional Spanish style, the C5's carved headstock, hand-inlaid 
wood rosette, Indian rosewood binding, Savarez strings, and glossy PU finish result in a guitar that truly stands out 
from all other entry-level options. A lightweight adjustable truss rod is built into the neck for stability.

675614 C5 LTD Flamed Mahogany 318,20 €

C5 Cedro LH

The C5 is one of Córdoba's flagship models and a top seller worldwide. Perfect as a first nylon-string guitar, this 
lightweight model is built with a solid Canadian cedar top and mahogany back and sides to produce a warm, well-
rounded tone with beautiful sustain. Handmade in the traditional Spanish style, the C5's carved headstock, hand-
inlaid wood rosette, Indian rosewood binding, Savarez strings, and glossy PU finish result in a guitar that truly 
stands out from all other entry-level options. A lightweight adjustable truss rod is built into the neck for stability.

675491 C5 Cedro LH 276,62 €

C7 Cedro

The C7 is a wonderful choice for beginner or intermediate guitarists. A step up from our C5, the C7 offers 
rosewood back and sides with solid cedar top to achieve a warm classic nylon string sound. The C7's traditional 
fan bracing allows for maximum resonance and sustain and premium features such as a hand-inlaid wooden 
rosette, two-way adjustable truss rod, and a sleek high gloss PU finish.

675492 C7 Cedro 490,17 €

C7 Abete

The C7 is a wonderful choice for beginner or intermediate guitarists. A step up from our C5, the C7 offers Indian 
rosewood back and sides with solid European spruce top for a brighter tone. The C7's traditional fan bracing 
allows for maximum resonance and sustain and premium features such as a hand-inlaid wooden rosette, two-way 
adjustable truss rod, and a sleek high gloss PU finish offer plenty of added value.

675493 C7 Abete 490,17 €
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F7 Flamenco

The F7 is our entry-level flamenco model featuring the traditional combination of a solid European spruce top 
paired with cypress back and sides. It's a perfect fit for both beginner and intermediate flamenco players. 
Incredibly lightweight, the F7 is built in the Spanish tradition with a slightly thinner body depth than a classical 
guitar. Additionally, its flat neck angle gives this guitar low action, and the bright, snappy tone characteristic of 
flamenco guitars. A clear flamenco-style tap plate comes installed on the top for an added layer of protection and 
like all Córdoba guitars, the F7 includes a two-way truss rod inside the neck for action adjustment and long term 
stability.

675494 F7 Flamenco 496,55 €

F7 Paco Flamenco

The F7 Paco offers a unique departure from traditional flamenco guitar tonewoods. In honor of Paco De Lucia ’s 
untimely passing in 2014, the F7 Paco's design was inspired by several well-known instruments that were 
mainstays in the legendary guitarist’s collection. With its solid Canadian cedar top and Indian rosewood back and 
sides, the F7 Paco has a fuller, darker, less biting tone than the standard F7. Built in the Spanish tradition, it is 
incredibly lightweight, with a slightly thinner body depth than a classical guitar. A high gloss finish, maple binding, 
and a clear flamenco-style tap plate complete this homage to a flamenco great.

675495 F7 Paco Flamenco 522,06 €

LUTHIER
C9 Cedro

The C9 is an all-solid Spanish style guitar featuring either a Canadian cedar or European spruce top with 
mahogany back and sides. Handmade in a small boutique workshop, it's the perfect choice for serious classical 
guitarists, or any player looking to upgrade to a concert-level instrument at an affordable price.

675496 C9 Cedro 893,69 €

C9 Parlor

The C9 Parlor is ideal for guitarists looking for the comfort and ease of playability that a smaller instrument 
provides, while retaining the sweet, warm tone created by all-solid wood construction. Built with a solid Canadian 
cedar top and solid mahogany back and sides, the C9 Parlor has a reduced 7/8 body size and 50mm nut width.

675497 C9 Parlor 893,69 €
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C9 Crossover

'The all-solid C9 Crossover offers a new spin on a Córdoba classic. Built with solid Canadian cedar top and solid 
mahogany back and sides, this nylon-string guitar's main standout feature is its steel-string style neck. A reduced 
48mm nut width, 16'' radius fingerboard, and thin-profiled hand-carved mahogany neck will feel familiar for steel-
string or electric players who are just getting into nylon-string guitar.'

675498 C9 Crossover 893,70 €

C10 Cedro

The C10 is an all-solid Spanish style guitar featuring either a Canadian cedar or European spruce top with Indian 
rosewood back and sides. Handmade in a small boutique workshop, it's the perfect choice for serious classical 
guitarists, or any player looking to upgrade to a concert-level instrument at an affordable price. Also available left-
handed.

675499 C10 Cedro 1189,25 €

C10 Abete

The C10 is an all-solid Spanish style guitar featuring either a Canadian cedar or European spruce top with Indian 
rosewood back and sides. Handmade in a small boutique workshop, it's the perfect choice for serious classical 
guitarists, or any player looking to upgrade to a concert-level instrument at an affordable price.

675500 C10 Abete 1189,25 €

C10 Crossover

'The all-solid C10 Crossover offers a new spin on a Córdoba classic. Built with a solid European spruce top and 
solid Indian rosewood back and sides, the C10 Crossover's main standout feature is its slim neck. A reduced 48mm 
nut width, 16'' radius fingerboard, and thin-profiled C-shaped mahogany neck will feel familiar to steel string and 
electric players.'

675501 C10 Crossover 1189,25 €
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C10 Cedro LH

The C10 Lefty is an all-solid Spanish style guitar featuring either a Canadian cedar top with Indian rosewood back 
and sides. Handmade in a small boutique workshop, it's the perfect choice for serious classical guitarists, or any 
player looking to upgrade to a concert-level instrument at an affordable price.

675503 C10 Cedro LH 1189,25 €

F10 Flamenco

The F10 is a beautiful all-solid traditional flamenco guitar, suitable for intermediate and professional players. Its 
European spruce top with cypress back and sides provide a crisp, well-balanced tone with plenty of volume and 
flamenco growl. It is built with a slightly thinner body than a traditional classical guitar and its flat neck angle 
creates low action and the quintessential flamenco buzz.

675505 F10 Flamenco 1189,23 €

C12 Cedro

The all-solid C12 is one of our most high-end and modern guitars. Available with either a solid Canadian cedar or 
European spruce top with Indian rosewood back and sides, the C12's lattice bracing and raised fingerboard are 
elements that make this model truly stand out from the rest. The delicately braced top provides rich tones with a 
lively presence and the raised fingerboard makes accessing upper frets a breeze. The C12 is a treasure to last a 
lifetime with stunning decorative elements such as its flamed maple center wedge on the back, matching maple 
binding, and hand-inlaid 1920s-inspired pearloid rosette. Comes inside a hardshell Córdoba humidified archtop 
case.

675506 C12 Cedro 1897,96 €

C12 Abete

The all-solid C12 is one of our most high-end and modern guitars. Available with either a solid Canadian cedar or 
European spruce top with Indian rosewood back and sides, the C12's lattice bracing and raised fingerboard are 
elements that make this model truly stand out from the rest. The delicately braced top provides rich tones with a 
lively presence and the raised fingerboard makes accessing upper frets a breeze. The C12 is a treasure to last a 
lifetime with stunning decorative elements such as its flamed maple center wedge on the back, matching maple 
binding, and hand-inlaid 1920s-inspired pearloid rosette. Comes inside a hardshell Córdoba humidified archtop 
case.

675507 C12 Abete 1897,96 €
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MASTER
Esteso Abete

Domingo Esteso is considered one of the greatest Spanish luthiers of the 20th century, with a career that began in 
the 1890s, and continued through the 1930s. Created after extensive study of Domingo Esteso’s guitars, the 
Luthier Select Esteso mirrors the light weight and responsive volume produced by the Spanish luthier ’s famous 
guitars. European Spruce top, hand carved spruce bracing works in conjunction with the premium quality top 
woods to recreate the immaculate, full tone synonymous with guitars built by Esteso himself. Solid Pau Ferro back 
and sides provide the tonal pallet of rosewood, but offer lighter weight and beautiful figure. Flamed Maple 
binding and a unique rosette with mother-of-pearl inlay, the kind of intricacy that was reserved for Esteso ’s top of 
the line instruments, compliment the rich coloring of the Pau Ferro. 

675508 Esteso Abete 2165,15 €

Friederich Cedro

Daniel Friederich was influenced by the legendary French luthier Robert Bouchet and has established himself as 
one of the most respected and influential luthiers in the world. Based out of France, Daniel Friederich made a 
name for himself with not only the silky, responsive tone of his instruments with powerful basses which project 
even in a large hall, but also with the graceful body shape and distinctive carved headstock adorning his guitars. 
The Luthier Select Friederich model salutes these construction methods, utilizing Friederich’s seven fan bracing 
pattern with delicately, hand-carved spruce braces and a solid Canadian cedar top. Featuring elegantly grained 
solid rosewood back and sides with rosewood binding, the Friederich’s understated beauty is made real with an 
intricate wood rosette and iconic carved headstock.

675509 Friederich Cedro 2626,28 €

Torres

The Córdoba Torres is the culmination of centuries of classical guitar making, largely inspired by the work of the 
great luthier Antonio de Torres but with modern design elements that make this guitar accessible to guitarists 
today. Original Torres guitars are know for their surprisingly huge sound, despite their small and lightweight 
frames. The Córdoba Torres carries on this legacy with its big voice and shortened scale length, and is based on 
aspecific 1856 Torres with a 24.8” body size and 640mm scale length. Body Top: Solid Engelmann Spruce. Back 
and Sides Wood: Solid Indian Rosewood. Neck Material: Spanish Cedar. Bridge Material: Indian Rosewood. 
Fingerboard Material: Ebony. Headplate: Indian Rosewood. Finish: Nitrocellulose Lacquer. Complete with an 
included Deluxe Humidified Archtop wood case.

675510 Torres 4222,48 €

Hauser

Guitar playing would not be what is it today without the 1937 instrument created by Hermann Hauser and 
popularized by Spanish maestro Andres Segovia. The Córdoba Hauser captures the excitement of this instrument 
while making it accessible to the modern player. Body Top: Solid Engelmann Spruce. Back and Sides Wood: Solid 
Indian Rosewood. Fingerboard Material: Ebony. Neck Material: Spanish Cedar. Headplate: Indian Rosewood. 
Bridge Material:Indian Rosewood. Top Bracing Pattern: 1937 Hauser 7 Fan. Finish: Nitrocellulose Lacquer. Included 
Case: Cordoba Deluxe Humidified Archtop Wood Case.

675511 Hauser 4222,48 €
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Rodriguez

Handmade in a boutique workshop in California, the Córdoba Rodriguez combines three generations of tradition 
with features that bring this guitar into the modern era. Córdoba’s Rodriguez is built with a solid Canadian cedar 
top, solid Indian rosewood back and sides and a fan bracing pattern with a transverse brace. This gives the guitar 
a distinctively “Spanish” sound—warm, lush and round, with bouncing basses and fat, singing trebles. It offers an 
instant responsiveness and a big, explosive attack at the beginning of every note.

675512 Rodriguez 4222,48 €

PROTEGE CUT EQ
C1M-CE

The Protégé by Córdoba C1M-CE is the top choice nylon string guitar for students of all levels and is perfectly 
suited for both the classroom and home. Comfortable and easy to play, it's a great first guitar at an affordable 
price. The C1M-CE features a cutaway body shape for easier access to the higher frets and a Cordoba GP-2 pickup 
system for amplified or acoustic playing. Every Protégé C1M-CE is built with a spruce top, mahogany back and 
sides, a comfortable, slim neck profile, traditional mosaic rosette, and a matte polyurethane finish. Like all Córdoba 
instruments, C1M-CE models feature premium Savarez strings and an adjustable truss rod for lifetime neck 
stability.

675513 C1M-CE 220,93 €

C1M-CET

The Protégé by Córdoba C1M-CET thinline body is the top choice nylon string guitar for students of all levels and 
is perfectly suited for both the classroom and home. Comfortable and easy to play, it's a great first guitar at an 
affordable price. The C1M-CE features a cutaway body shape for easier access to the higher frets and a Cordoba 
GP-2 pickup system for amplified or acoustic playing. Every Protégé C1M-CE is built with a spruce top, mahogany 
back and sides, a comfortable, slim neck profile, traditional mosaic rosette, and a matte polyurethane finish. Like 
all Córdoba instruments, C1M-CE models feature premium Savarez strings and an adjustable truss rod for lifetime 
neck stability.

675615 C1M-CET 224,04 €

C4-CE Edge Burst

The C4-CE's solid African Mahogany top provides a crisp, articulate tone, combined with African mahogany back 
and sides for balanced volume and sustain. The construction is based upon our traditional Spanish classical guitar, 
with the inclusion of a soft cutaway and a slightly thinner 50mm-width neck designed for comfortable playability 
and easy upper-register reach. Premium design elements such as a Maple binding, Abalone rosette, and a striking 
Edgeburst finish will help you stand out from the crowd. The Fishman Sonitone active pickup system produces a 
rich and natural sound when amplified, and puts the soundhole mounted controls at your fingertips - perfect for 
gigging and recording.

675514 C4-CE Edge Burst 336,47 €
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IBERIA CUT EQ
C5-CE Abete

Based on Córdoba's top-selling C5-CE, the C5-CE Spruce adds a new option to a fan favorite. A soft cutaway 
provides easy access to the upper register, and a Fishman Presys II preamp amplifies your signal for stage and 
studio. Perfect as a first nylon-string guitar and ready for gigging, this lightweight model is built with a solid 
Engelmann spruce top and mahogany back and sides to produce a clear, powerful tone with beautiful sustain. 
Handmade in the traditional Spanish style, the C5's carved headstock, hand-inlaid wood rosette, Indian rosewood 
binding, Savarez strings, and glossy PU finish result in a guitar that truly stands out from all other entry-level 
options. A lightweight adjustable truss rod is built into the neck for stability. Available in Natural finish with solid 
Engelmann Spruce top.

675515 C5-CE Abete 409,75 €

C5-CE Cedro

Based off of our top-selling C5, the C5-CE adds a soft cutaway to provide easy access to the upper register, as well 
as Fishman Presys II preamp that amplifies your signal for stage and studio. Perfect as a first nylon-string guitar 
and ready for gigging, this lightweight guitar is built with a solid Canadian cedar top and mahogany back and 
sides to produce a warm, well-rounded tone with beautiful sustain both acoustically and amplified. The C5-CE's 
carved headstock, hand-inlaid wood rosette, Indian rosewood binding, Savarez strings, and glossy PU finish result 
in a guitar that truly stands out from all other entry-level options. A lightweight adjustable truss rod is built into 
the neck for stability. Available in Natural or Jet Black finish with Solid Red cedar top, or Sunburst with solid Sitka 
spruce top.

675516 C5-CE Cedro 371,92 €

C5-CET Cedro

Based off of the C5-CE, our C5-CET features a sleek thinline body. This a great guitar for crossover players looking 
to achieve a warm nylon sound. Built with a solid Canadian cedar top and mahogany back and sides, the C5-CET 
produces a warm, delicate tone that can be easily amplified through its Fishman Presys II preamp and the thin 
body style helps reduce feedback when on stage. The C5-CET also features a carved headstock, hand-inlaid wood 
rosette, Savarez strings, and glossy PU finish. A lightweight adjustable truss rod is built into the neck for stability. 
Available in Natural or Jet Black finish.

675616 C5-CET Cedro 380,22 €

C5-CE Cedro LH

Based off of our top-selling C5, the C5-CE Lefty adds a soft cutaway to provide easy access to the upper register, 
as well as Fishman Presys II preamp that amplifies your signal for stage and studio. Perfect as a first nylon-string 
guitar and ready for gigging, this lightweight guitar is built with a solid Canadian cedar top and mahogany back 
and sides to produce a warm, well-rounded tone with beautiful sustain both acoustically and amplified. The C5-
CE's carved headstock, hand-inlaid wood rosette, Indian rosewood binding, Savarez strings, and glossy PU finish 
result in a guitar that truly stands out from all other entry-level options. A lightweight adjustable truss rod is built 
into the neck for stability.

675517 C5-CE Cedro LH 380,65 €
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C5-CET Spalted Maple Limited

Based on Córdoba's top-selling C5-CE, the C5-CET Spalted Maple Limited adds a new option to the best selling C5 
family. Built with a solid spruce top, the C5-CET Spalted Maple Limited also features stunning spalted maple back 
and sides, which lends this model strong, solid lows, soaring, distinct highs and sustain for days. This model's thin 
body style helps reduce on-stage feedback while a Fishman Presys II pickup amplifies the C5-CET Spalted Maple 
Limited's warm acoustic tone. Handmade in the traditional Spanish style, the C5-CET Spalted Maple Limited's 
carved headstock, hand-inlaid wood rosette, rosewood binding, Savarez strings, and glossy PU finish result in a 
guitar that truly stands out from all other entry-level options. A lightweight adjustable truss rod is built into the 
neck for stability. 

675518 C5-CET Spalted Maple Limited 440,92 €

C7-CE

Featuring a solid Canadian cedar top and rosewood back and sides, the C7-CE adds a soft cutaway and Fishman 
Preamp to its sister model, the C7, and is a wonderful choice for beginner or intermediate guitarists who want to 
play on stage or record. The C7-CE's traditional fan bracing allows for maximum resonance and sustain offering a 
warm and well-balanced tone both acoustically or amplified through the Fishman Presys Blend preamp, which 
includes an under-saddle pickup and an internal microphone. Additional premium features such as a hand-inlaid 
wooden rosette, two-way adjustable truss rod, sleek high gloss PU finish, and on-board tuner makes this one of 
the best cutaway-electric nylon string guitars at this price.

675519 C7-CE 669,07 €

GK Studio

Built with a solid European spruce top, cypress back and sides, soft cutaway and Fishman Presys Blend preamp, 
the GK Studio is the ultimate gigging instrument and a Córdoba best seller. Made for the stage, the GK Studio is 
constructed with a slightly thinner body depth, neck, and nut width than a traditional Spanish guitar.

675520 GK Studio 636,24 €

GK Studio Negra

Built with a solid European spruce top, rosewood back and sides, soft cutaway and Fishman Presys Blend preamp, 
the GK Studio Negra is the ultimate gigging instrument and a Córdoba best seller. Made for the stage, the GK 
Studio Negra is constructed with a slightly thinner body depth, neck, and nut width than a traditional Spanish 
guitar. The neck is designed to have little or no relief, offering low action for ease of comfort and quick playability. 
Flamenco players choose this model for a bassier and more robust tone in contrast to the bright, snappy sound of 
‘blanca’ flamenco guitars. However, any guitarist looking for a new tone will feel right at home. Like every 
Córdoba guitar, this model has a two-way truss rod built into the neck. Other premium features include a high 
gloss finish, clear flamenco-style tap plate, and Savarez strings.

675521 GK Studio Negra 657,87 €
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GK Studio Negra LH

Built with a solid European spruce top, Indian rosewood back and sides, soft cutaway and Fishman Presys Blend 
preamp, the GK Studio Negra is the ultimate gigging instrument and a Córdoba best seller. Made for the stage, 
the GK Studio Negra is constructed with a slightly thinner body depth, neck, and nut width than a traditional 
Spanish guitar. The neck is designed to have little or no relief, offering low action for ease of comfort and quick 
playability. Flamenco players choose this model for a bassier and more robust tone in contrast to the bright, 
snappy sound of ‘blanca’ flamenco guitars. However, any guitarist looking for a new tone will feel right at home. 
Like every Córdoba guitar, this model has a two-way truss rod built into the neck. Other premium features include 
a high gloss finish, clear flamenco-style tap plate, Savarez strg.

675522 GK Studio Negra LH 662,64 €

GK Studio Edge Burst

Built with a solid European spruce top, cypress back and sides, soft cutaway and Fishman Presys Blend preamp, 
the GK Studio is the ultimate gigging instrument and a Córdoba best seller. Made for the stage, the GK Studio is 
constructed with a slightly thinner body depth, neck, and nut width than a traditional Spanish guitar.

675523 GK Studio Edge Burst 637,85 €

GK Studio Negra Wine Red

Built with a solid European spruce top, cypress back and sides, soft cutaway and Fishman Presys Blend preamp, 
the GK Studio is the ultimate gigging instrument and a Córdoba best seller. Made for the stage, the GK Studio is 
constructed with a slightly thinner body depth, neck, and nut width than a traditional Spanish guitar.

675524 GK Studio Negra Wine Red 637,85 €

GK Studio Limited

The GK Studio Limited offers a new spin on Córdoba’s ultimate gigging instrument. For a limited time only, the 
popular GK Studio will be available with striking ziricote back and sides. This highly-figured exotic wood has 
unique visual characteristics, while providing a rich, smooth sound that fills a room. Some flamenco players prefer 
exotic ziricote for a bassier and more robust tone in contrast to the bright, snappy sound of 'blanca' flamenco 
guitars which use cypress. However, any guitarist looking for a new tone will feel right at home. The GK Studio 
Limited has the same comfortable playability and low action as the GK Studio and like every Córdoba guitar, this 
model has a two-way truss rod built into the neck. Other premium features include a high gloss finish, clear 
flamenco-style tap plate, and Savarez strings.

675525 GK Studio Limited 736,27 €
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FUSION
Fusion 5

Córdoba’s entry into the fusion line! The perfect choice to transition from a steel string to a nylon guitar, the 
Córdoba Fusion 5 features a solid spruce top, mahogany back and sides, a full body with cutaway for extended 
playing range, side dot fret position markers, and a pearl decal rosette and arches. The fusion neck with a 16” 
radius fretboard and smaller, 1 7/8” (48mm) nut width provides a playing experience very close to that of a steel 
string guitar. This familiarity offers an easy transition for steel string players and players with smaller hands to the 
world of nylon string guitar. Added side dot markers also depart from traditional nylon string guitar construction, 
providing players reference for their position on the fretboard. Equipped with the Fishman Sonitone Pickup 
System, the Fusion 5 is ready to plug in and play. 

675526 Fusion 5 372,38 €

Fusion 5 Sonata Burst

Córdoba’s entry into the fusion line! The perfect choice to transition from a steel string to a nylon guitar, the 
Córdoba Fusion 5 features a solid spruce top, mahogany back and sides, a full body with cutaway for extended 
playing range, side dot fret position markers, and a pearl decal rosette and arches. The fusion neck with a 16” 
radius fretboard and smaller, 1 7/8” (48mm) nut width provides a playing experience very close to that of a steel 
string guitar. This familiarity offers an easy transition for steel string players and players with smaller hands to the 
world of nylon string guitar. Added side dot markers also depart from traditional nylon string guitar construction, 
providing players reference for their position on the fretboard. Equipped with the Fishman Sonitone Pickup 
System, the Fusion 5 is ready to plug in and play. 

675527 Fusion 5 Sonata Burst 390,74 €

Fusion 5 Jet

Córdoba’s entry into the fusion line! The perfect choice to transition from a steel string to a nylon guitar, the 
Córdoba Fusion 5 features a solid spruce top, mahogany back and sides, a full body with cutaway for extended 
playing range, side dot fret position markers, and a pearl decal rosette and arches. The fusion neck with a 16” 
radius fretboard and smaller, 1 7/8” (48mm) nut width provides a playing experience very close to that of a steel 
string guitar. This familiarity offers an easy transition for steel string players and players with smaller hands to the 
world of nylon string guitar. Added side dot markers also depart from traditional nylon string guitar construction, 
providing players reference for their position on the fretboard. Equipped with the Fishman Sonitone Pickup 
System, the Fusion 5 is ready to plug in and play. 

675528 Fusion 5 Jet 442,31 €

Stage Guitar Edge Burst

Cordoba’s First Nylon String Electric Guitar! Years in the making, the Cordoba Stage is a combination of mastery 
and innovation. Created to bring you the same unplugged acoustic Cordoba sound across all platforms, from 
studio to stadium. The Stage combines a solid Spruce top with a figured Flamed Maple Veneer for projection, 
volume, and a distinctive aesthetic flair.

675529 Stage Guitar Edge Burst 608,58 €
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Fusion 12 Natural

'The 12 Natural is our intermediate-level crossover guitar featuring a comfortable, slim steel-string style neck 
(48mm nut width) with 16'' radius fingerboard. Choose from a solid Canadian cedar top or European spruce top 
paired with mahogany back and sides. As the name suggests, the 12 Natural has 12 frets to the body, allowing the 
bridge to sit further back on the soundboard, where resonance is optimized for a large sound with long sustain. 
Thoughtful finishing touches such as a hand inlaid wooden rosette, 3 ply maple and ebony top purfling, and high 
gloss polyurethane finish makes this Fusion model both beautiful and practical. Plug in and play with the built in 
Fishman Presys preamp.'

675531 Fusion 12 Natural 543,83 €

Fusion 12 Maple

'Meet the Maple, a beautiful crossover guitar that features a solid European spruce top and flamed maple back 
and sides for a bright, snappy tone and sweetly pronounced high end. Other than its strikingly beautiful back, the 
12/14 Maple's main feature is its slim steel-string feeling neck (48mm nut width) and 16'' radius fingerboard. 
Available with 12 or 14 frets to the body, the Maple is ready for the stage with its Fishman Presys Blend preamp.'

675617 Fusion 12 Maple 772,12 €

Fusion 14 Maple

'Meet the Maple, a beautiful crossover guitar that features a solid European spruce top and flamed maple back 
and sides for a bright, snappy tone and sweetly pronounced high end. Other than its strikingly beautiful back, the 
12/14 Maple's main feature is its slim steel-string feeling neck (48mm nut width) and 16'' radius fingerboard. 
Available with 12 or 14 frets to the body, the Maple is ready for the stage with its Fishman Presys Blend preamp.'

675533 Fusion 14 Maple 772,24 €

Fusion Orchestra CE

'The Orchestra CE is one of our best selling Fusion guitars. Available with a solid Canadian cedar top and 
rosewood back and sides, this model's main feature is its slim neck profile (48mm Nut width and 16'' radius 
fingerboard) and only 12 frets to the body, which maximizes the amount of resonance and vibration across the 
soundboard. It's the perfect blend of classic Spanish designs with modern aesthetics—a hand-inlaid wooden 
rosette, elegant mahogany binding and a high gloss PU finish. Ready to plug in and play, the Orchestra CE comes 
equipped with the Fishman Presys Blend preamp.'

675534 Fusion Orchestra CE 794,39 €
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LUTHIER CUT EQ
GK Pro Negra

The GK Pro Negra is the ultimate gigging nylon string guitar for professional musicians. All-solid with a European 
spruce top and Indian rosewood back and sides, it comes equipped with a soft cutaway and Fishman PreFix 
ProBlend preamp. When compared to the blanca version (GK Pro), the Negra offers a darker, bassier tone. 
Constructed with a slightly thinner body depth, neck, and nut width than a traditional Spanish guitar, the GK Pro 
Negra is extremely comfortable & easy to play. The neck is designed to have little or no relief, offering low action 
and a flamenco-style buzz and its Spanish heel provides maximum resonance and projection. Comes in a Córdoba 
humidified archtop case.

675535 GK Pro Negra 1722,35 €

MINI
Mini II MH Mahogany

Say hello to the Mini II MH — our popular Mini travel-size guitar, but slightly bigger and with an extended 580mm 
(22 7/8”) scale length so it tunes perfectly to Standard E. Despite its small profile, the Mini II has a deeper body 
depth which creates a well-rounded tone that is close to a full-size nylon string guitar. Built with all-mahogany 
woods, the Mini II MH's unique voice is mellow, soft and balanced.

675536 Mini II MH Mahogany 131,84 €

Mini II FMH Flamed Mahogany

Say hello to the Mini II FMH — our popular Mini travel-size guitar, but slightly bigger and with an extended 
580mm (22 7/8”) scale length so it tunes perfectly to Standard E. Despite its small profile, the Mini II has a deeper 
body depth which creates a well-rounded tone that is close to a full-size nylon string guitar. Built with a flamed 
mahogany top, back and sides, the Mini II FMH has an exotic look and sounds mellow, soft and balanced.

675537 Mini II FMH Flamed Mahogany 182,53 €

Mini II MH-CE Mahogany

Córdoba’s most popular travel-size guitar now equipped with a cutaway and preamp! The Mini II MH-CE’s 580mm 
(22 7/8”) scale length tunes perfectly to Standard E making it a breeze to strum along to all your favorite songs. Its 
small profile makes it easy to travel with all the while maintaining a well-rounded tone. Built with all-mahogany 
woods, the Mini II MH-CE boasts a warm voice which projects exceptionally well for its small size and includes a 
Cordoba MG102 preamp – featuring a 2-band EQ and built-in tuner. Play at home or on the go, the Córdoba Mini 
II MH-CE is ready wherever and whenever inspiration strikes

675538 Mini II MH-CE Mahogany 198,68 €
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Mini II Santa Fe

'A versatile, travel-sized guitar with chic, southwestern styling. The Cordoba Mini II Santa Fe brings a fresh new 
look and solid top construction to the Mini II platform. Featuring an extended 580mm (22 7/8'') scale length which 
keeps standard E Tuning and a 48mm (1 7/8'') nut width for comfortable fretting. The Mini II Santa Fe's solid 
mahogany top and mahogany back and sides provide a full, warm voice which projects exceptionally well for its 
small size. Beautiful, reconstituted turquoise stone adorns the fretboard, rosette, and top purfling on the Mini II 
Santa Fe, giving it signature Southwestern flair. The satin polyurethane finish displays and elegant patina while 
providing a layer of protection against nicks and scratches.'

675539 Mini II Santa Fe 225,86 €

Mini II EB-CE

Say hello to the Mini II EB-CE — our popular Mini travel-size guitar, but slightly bigger and with an extended 
580mm (22 7/8”) scale length so it tunes perfectly to Standard E. Despite its small profile, the Mini II has a deeper 
body depth which creates a well-rounded tone that is close to a full-size nylon string guitar. Built with a solid 
spruce top and striped ebony back and sides, the Mini II EB-CE is resonant with a clear, defined tone. Another 
stand-out feature is its cutaway for reaching the uppermost frets with ease and a Córdoba pickup with on-board 
tuner so you can amplify on the go.

675540 Mini II EB-CE 264,24 €

Mini II Bass MH-E Mahogany

'The Mini II Bass is here to expand your horizons and your registers! Based on our popular travel-sized Mini, the 
Mini II Bass is slightly bigger and features an extended 580mm (22 7/8”) scale length so it tunes perfectly to 
Standard E. Keep it acoustic and the Mini II Bass's deeper body depth will provide a well-rounded tone, use its 
Cordoba MB103 pickup to plug it in and you'll be surprised by this portable bass's rich, robust tone. Built with all-
mahogany woods, the Mini II Bass MHE's unique voice is mellow, soft and balanced. Strung with nylon core, 
phosphor-bronze strings, the Mini II Bass feels and sounds more like a full size bass than its miniature bass 
counterparts. With the Mini II Bass MHE, you'll never have to leave the low-end behind!'

675541 Mini II Bass MH-E Mahogany 226,09 €

UKE
Ukulele Player Pack Soprano

Everything you need to start playing the ukulele! The Córdoba Ukulele Player Pack features a soprano sized, all-
mahogany ukulele with a light, breathable satin finish. A clip-on digital tuner makes staying in tune a breeze, and 
an extra set of strings means you can keep your Córdoba fresh. Also included are three picks, and an instructional 
ukulele booklet to get you up and running in no time.

675618 Ukulele Player Pack Soprano 70,60 €
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Ukulele Player Pack Concert

Everything you need to start playing the ukulele! The Córdoba Ukulele Player Pack Concert features a concert 
sized, all-mahogany ukulele with a light, breathable satin finish. A clip-on digital tuner makes staying in tune a 
breeze, and an extra set of strings means you can keep your Córdoba fresh. Also included are three picks and an 
instructional ukulele booklet to get you up and running in no time.

675542 Ukulele Player Pack Concert 81,33 €

UP100 Ukulele Pack

There's never been a better time to lean into the joy of music and learn to play the ukulele. With Córdoba ’s UP 
100 Ukulele Pack you're one step closer to playing along to your favorite songs. A complete package with 
everything a beginner needs, the UP 100 Ukulele Pack contains an all-mahogany Cordoba concert ukulele, gig 
bag, digital clip-on chromatic tuner with color display, picks, and a ukulele chord and lesson book including 
lessons from Alfred Music Publishing. Accessible, easy to play, and aesthetically pleasing the UP 100 Ukulele Pack 
is the perfect place to start your ukulele journey!

675543 UP100 Ukulele Pack 101,72 €

15CM Matiz Mint

With bold looks and tone, Córdoba expands upon their best-selling 15CM with a colorful new addition—the 15CM 
Matiz. Available in concert size and designed to suit new players while maintaining high quality, the 15CM offers 
the perfect point of entry for those looking to pick up a stylish and easy-to-play ukulele. The mahogany top, back, 
and sides give this small-bodied ukulele a rich, clear, and full sound. Córdoba silver tuners with pearl buttons 
make it a breeze to tune and remain consistent for uninterrupted playing. Ivory binding spans the handcrafted 
body and fingerboard, distinguishing it from other models and adding pop to the colorful top. Each 15CM Matiz 
ukulele includes a color-matching gig bag made from durable, road-ready recycled nylon material. Additional 
features include a sleek satin finish and premium Aquila strings.

675549 15CM Matiz Mint 127,99 €

15CM Matiz Chili Red

With bold looks and tone, Córdoba expands upon their best-selling 15CM with a colorful new addition—the 15CM 
Matiz. Available in concert size and designed to suit new players while maintaining high quality, the 15CM offers 
the perfect point of entry for those looking to pick up a stylish and easy-to-play ukulele. The mahogany top, back, 
and sides give this small-bodied ukulele a rich, clear, and full sound. Córdoba silver tuners with pearl buttons 
make it a breeze to tune and remain consistent for uninterrupted playing. Ivory binding spans the handcrafted 
body and fingerboard, distinguishing it from other models and adding pop to the colorful top. Each 15CM Matiz 
ukulele includes a color-matching gig bag made from durable, road-ready recycled nylon material. Additional 
features include a sleek satin finish and premium Aquila strings.

675550 15CM Matiz Chili Red 127,99 €
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15CM Matiz Classic Blue

With bold looks and tone, Córdoba expands upon their best-selling 15CM with a colorful new addition—the 15CM 
Matiz. Available in concert size and designed to suit new players while maintaining high quality, the 15CM offers 
the perfect point of entry for those looking to pick up a stylish and easy-to-play ukulele. The mahogany top, back, 
and sides give this small-bodied ukulele a rich, clear, and full sound. Córdoba silver tuners with pearl buttons 
make it a breeze to tune and remain consistent for uninterrupted playing. Ivory binding spans the handcrafted 
body and fingerboard, distinguishing it from other models and adding pop to the colorful top. Each 15CM Matiz 
ukulele includes a color-matching gig bag made from durable, road-ready recycled nylon material. Additional 
features include a sleek satin finish and premium Aquila strings.

675551 15CM Matiz Classic Blue 127,99 €

15CM Matiz Mango

With bold looks and tone, Córdoba expands upon their best-selling 15CM with a colorful new addition—the 15CM 
Matiz. Available in concert size and designed to suit new players while maintaining high quality, the 15CM offers 
the perfect point of entry for those looking to pick up a stylish and easy-to-play ukulele. The mahogany top, back, 
and sides give this small-bodied ukulele a rich, clear, and full sound. Córdoba silver tuners with pearl buttons 
make it a breeze to tune and remain consistent for uninterrupted playing. Ivory binding spans the handcrafted 
body and fingerboard, distinguishing it from other models and adding pop to the colorful top. Each 15CM Matiz 
ukulele includes a color-matching gig bag made from durable, road-ready recycled nylon material. Additional 
features include a sleek satin finish and premium Aquila strings.

675552 15CM Matiz Mango 127,99 €

STRINGS
Guitar Strings Medium Tension Set

Córdoba Medium tension strings offer a softer playing experience for your nylon string guitar. Made with 
Imported European silver-plated copper wire, Cordoba bass strings feature a thin protective coating to retain their 
snap and timbre for the duration of the string’s life. The treble strings crafted from premium high-density nylon 
generate crisp, full tone and bring the gentlest touch to life. 029-033-041-029-035-043. 

675594 Guitar Strings Medium Tension Set 12,93 €

Guitar Strings Hard Tension Set

Cordoba hard tension strings are for players who desire more projection and quicker response to the touch. Made 
with imported European silver-plated copper wire, Cordoba bass strings feature a thin protective coating to retain 
their snap and timbre for the duration of the string’s life. The treble strings crafted from premium high-density 
nylon generate a crisp, full tone and bring the gentlest touch to life. 030-033-041-030-036-044.

675595 Guitar Strings Hard Tension Set 12,93 €
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Guitar Strings Fusion Tension Set

Cordoba Fusion strings are for players who desire the perfect blend of steel-string feel and nylon tone. Made with 
imported European silver-plated copper wire, Cordoba bass strings feature a thin protective coating to retain their 
snap and timbre for the duration of the string’s life. The treble strings, made from premium Fluorocarbon, retain a 
full and bright nylon tone and provide a feel more similar to steel-string guitar-playing. 025-030-035-030-036-
044.

675596 Guitar Strings Fusion Tension Set 16,15 €
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